Detecting and Characterizing the Nonadiabaticity of Laser-Induced Quantum Tunneling.
The nonadiabaticity of quantum tunneling through an evolving barrier is relevant to resolving laser-driven dynamics of atoms and molecules at an attosecond timescale. Here, we propose and demonstrate a novel scheme to detect the nonadiabatic behavior of tunnel ionization studied in an attoclock configuration, without counting on the laser intensity calibration or the modeling of the Coulomb effect. In our scheme, the degree of nonadiabaticity for tunneling scenarios in elliptically polarized laser fields can be steered continuously simply with the pulse ellipticity, while the critical instantaneous vector potentials remain identical. We observe the characteristic feature of the measured photoelectron momentum distributions, which matches the distinctive prediction of nonadiabatic theories. In particular, our experiments demonstrate that the nonadiabatic initial transverse momentum at the tunnel exit is approximately proportional to the instantaneous effective Keldysh parameters in the tunneling regime, as predicted theoretically by Ohmi, Tolstikhin, and Morishita [Phys. Rev. A 92, 043402 (2015)PLRAAN1050-294710.1103/PhysRevA.92.043402]. Our study clarifies a long-standing controversy over the validation of the adiabatic approximation and will substantially advance studies of laser-induced ultrafast dynamics in experiments.